CC FUG Meeting: May 12 2010.

Present:
Allison, Charlene, Janet, Karla Laurie, Mary, Rhonda, Rohit, Sandy, Sheri
Guest: Mary from Student Finance

SF Group request to store historical phone information:
The SF Group requested the ability to store historical phone number data. Sheri indicated that this can be accomplished by storing that information in an audit table. Coding has started in Development environment to create an audit table stored with historical data which would be accessible to the users by clicking on a link on the bio-demo page. This would require no changes to the current bio-demo page and no new security role is required. This process works well when a user updates the data manually for a single student, but it is not yet ready for batch updates exported from Hobsons/HR Systems. Historical Phone and Email data will be stored. Details will be sent out when it is ready for testing in test env.

Citizenship value update requested by Fin Aid group to process Direct Loans:
The citizenship value has been updated for currently enrolled students who have a loaded FAFSA or for students who had a record indicating that they were born in the US. Mary will provide the Admissions FUG with definitions for this field to use when they enter this information. A report is also being developed to assist the schools to manually update this value for a small group of students.

CC FUG: The CC FUG discussed the creation of a document which provides functioning guidelines for the group. The group agreed that a documented procedure clearly specifying the rotation of members/chair, substitute voting etc. would be useful. It was noted that this group consists of members from different modules unlike other FUG’s. It was agreed that this request be sent to CAC for further input and guidance.

Updates from Mary and Sheri: Mary and Sheri gave an update to the group on the on-going projects.

Next meeting June 9 at 1.00.

Respectfully Submitted